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I. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper G is a finite group with a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup 
D = (a) of order p = pa (LZ 2 1). Also 1 will denote the identity subgroup 
of G where appropriate and R is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. 
In a well known paper [1] W. Feit obtained bounds on the dimension of 
faithful indecomposable kG-modules for the case when D is of order p and G 
is not of type &(p). Indeed this result has been widely used, for example in 
recent work on permutation groups. The aim of this paper is to remove the 
restriction on D and prove the following, 
THEOREM. Suppose that G is not p-soluble, and set 
92(d) = {indecomposable KG-modules U: U is in a block of defect d and D < ker U) 
Then if zi E a(d), 
dim U > q if d==O 
>pp”-“(P-p+ I) if d>l. 
Notice that for the case q = p, this result yields nothing of importance so 
Feit’s original theorem is still needed. On the other hand if D is a T.I. set, then 
it shows that providing G is not p-soluble, dim U > q - p + 1 for all KG- 
modules U with D 4 ker U. 
2. NECESSARY RESULTS 
The following theorem, the proof of which is due to Feit, is crucial. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose K (1 G with p dividing the order of both K and G/K. 
Then G is p-soluble. 
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Pyoof. We use induction on 1 G 1. Set D* = D n K, L = DK and choose 
x E N,(D). If x is a p-element, then x E D. If x is a p/-element, then x E K and 
so [x, D] _C D n K = D*, which shows that x acts trivially on D/D* and hence 
on D. This shows that N,(D) = C,(D). So by Burnside’s theorem [2, Chapter 71 
L and hence also K possess normal p-complements. Since K 4 G, the normal 
p-complement of K is a normal subgroup of G. Thus by induction we can take 
D* = K 4 G, from which it follows that C,(D*) 4 G, and therefore we can 
now take C,(D*) = G. But this forces N,(D) = C,(D), which by Burnside’s 
theorem means that G has a normal p-complement. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.2. If G is not p-soluble and ;f U is a kG-module with D S$ ker U, 
then D n ker U = 1. 
From now on let P denote the unique subgroup of D of order p, and set 
H = No(P), r = a~“-’ so that P = (r). Also B will denote a kG-block of 
defect d > 1 with B the unique kH-block of defect d satisfying BG = B, and 
f: (G, B) --+ (H, B) the Green correspondence. Finally e will be the number of 
isomorphism classes of simple kH-modules in B. In particular e divides p - I. 
LEMMA 2.3. lf U is a non-projective indecomposable kG-module in B, then 
there exists a non-projective indecomposable kH-module f U in B such that U, s 
f U @ (projective). 
Proof. Let x E: G with Dx n H # 1. Then P” < D” n H, so P” is contained 
in a Sylow p-subgroup of H, say Dh (h E H). This forces Px = Ph, and so 
xh-l E N,(P) = H, which means that x E H. Hence {D” n H: x E G\H} = {I}, 
which ensures that the set 9 in the Green correspondence consists of the 
identity subgroup only. The result hence follows. 
Remark. In [3] it was shown that B is special (p”, e)-uniserial. We extract 
from this the following three necessary properties, 
(a) The dimension of the simples in B is an invariant, which we shall 
denote by s. 
(b) Each projective indecomposable T in B is uniserial of composition 
length pd, and so dim T = spd. Also in the chain 
T > T(r- 1) > ... > T(a- 1)P = 0 
of kH-submodules, each factor-module has the same dimension, so in particular 
dim T/T(r - 1) = spa--l. 
(c) Every indecomposable in B is isomorphic to a factor-module of some 
projective indecomposable kH-module. 
LEMMA 2.4. s > pa-d. 
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Proof If T is a projective indecomposable in B, dim T = spd which must 
be divisible by q = pa. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let M be an indecomposable kH-module in B. Then, 
(a) dim M/M(a - 1) < s. 
(b) If M(r - 1) # 0 then dim M > spd-I. 
Proof. Let M = T/X where T is a projective indecomposable kH-module. 
(a) By considering To we see that dim T/T(a - 1) = (dim T)!q = 
spd/q < s. Hence dim M/M(a - 1) = dim T/(T(a - 1) + X) < s. 
(b) M(n - 1) # 0 forces T(n - 1) > X by uniseriality. So dim M > 
dim T/T(sT - I) = spd-l. 
DEFINITION. Suppose an indecomposable kH-module ME B has com- 
position length Z(M). Then M is called short if Z(M) < e and long if Z(M) >, 
pd - e. 
LEMMA 2.6 (Feit, see [3, Theorem 3.61). If V is a simple KG-module in B, 
then f V is either short or long. Hence dim f V < se or dim f V > s( pd - e). 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Adopt all of the previous notation, and suppose also that G is not p-soluble. 
Set 9?(d) = {indecomposable KG-modules U: U is in a block of defect d and 
D < ker U}. 
Suppose U E 4?(d) with dim U < q. By considering U, we see that U is 
non-projective and so d # 0. Moreover if B denotes the block to which U 
belongs, in the Green correspondence we must have U, z f U. If firstly d = 1, 
then dim U = dimfU > s >, pa-l by 2.4. So we can assume that d > 2. 
Since D .< ker U, by 2.2 D n ker U = 1. Hence fU(v - 1) # 0. So 
2.5b) shows that dim U = dimfU > spd-l . . . (*) Thus for all simples 
V E O!(d) of dimension < q, 2.6 shows that dim V = dim f V 3 s(pd - e). 
Hence using 2.4 and the fact that e < p - I, we see that dim V > 
pQ-“(pd - p + 1) for all such V. So if U E e(d) is made up from at least one 
such simple, it satisfies the requirements of the theorem. 
It remains to eject the case when U is an extension of (at least two) simples 
V E B with D < ker V, and this we will now assume. So take such a simple V, 
which has dim V < 4. Since V, s fV, D acts trivially on f V and therefore 
fV(i3 - 1) = 0. So by 2.5a)fV is simple and dimf V = s. Consider the factor- 
module U’ of U which is an extension of just two of these simples. U’ must be 
indecomposable and l& s f U’ has dimension 2s. Hence by 2S(a)fU’(a - 1) f 0, 
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so D $ ker U’ ensuring that U’ E 42(d). But this contradicts (*) since dim U’=2F 
and d >, 2. 
The proof is now complete. 
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